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Abstract
Background. Working memory-based spatial cognition has attracted the attention 
of  the scientific community in navigation and reorientation projects. The dominant 
approach considers that spontaneous spatial navigation behavior is based merely on 
environmental geometry (built and natural environmental objects). In this domain, 
DCD (Developmental Coordination Disorder) motor skill orientation problems have 
been frequently associated with poor visuospatial cognition, while immersive VR 
environments encourage more repetition, allowing for faster motor skill development 
and recovery.

Objective. This pilot study tested the functionality of  an immersive VR environ-
ment with environmental geometry (rectangular arena rich in symmetry) and featu-
ral landmark cues (striped wall, flora) as a route-learning tool for children with motor 
skill disorders.

Methods. Forty DCD children aged 5 to 8 years (20 boys and 20 girls); five (5) 3D 
reality modeling setups with orthogonality, symmetry, and striped walls as design parame-
ters; and trial walk-through coordination exercises using a predefined visual pathway 
with different motor control conditions (daylight, darkness). Participants’ path com-
pletion rate, path completion time, and walk-through satisfaction were recorded as 
route-learning performance variables and analyzed statistically.

Results/findings. DCD children’s spatial orientation was statistically shown to be 
more stable and robust (in path completion rates, termination time, and walk-through 
level of  satisfaction) in a virtual 3D environment rich in orthogonality, symmetry, and 
featural cues as landmarks. In this compound environmental geometry setup, train-
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ing functionality and immersive learning performance enjoyed an 8.16% better path 
completion rate, a 12.37% reduction in path completion time, and 32.10% more 
walk-through satisfaction than reality modeling setups poor in geometry and land-
marks. The effectiveness and robustness were validated statistically.

Conclusion. Children with motor skill difficulties train and learn better in virtual 3D 
environments that are rich in orthogonality, symmetry, and featural landmark cues. 

Keywords
Motor skill disorder; DCD; immersive virtual reality; VR route training and learn-
ing; spatial orientation; environmental geometry; natural landmark coordination 
cues; walk-through satisfaction; geometric perception; reality modeling; visual reori-
entation reasoning; visual working memory.

Resumen
Antecedentes. La cognición espacial basada en la memoria de trabajo ha atraído 
la atención de la comunidad científica en proyectos de navegación y reorientación. 
El enfoque dominante considera que el comportamiento espontáneo de navegación 
espacial se basa meramente en la geometría ambiental (objetos ambientales constru-
idos y naturales). En este ámbito, los problemas de orientación de las habilidades 
motoras del TDC (Trastorno del Desarrollo de la Coordinación) se han asociado 
con frecuencia a una cognición visoespacial deficiente, mientras que los entornos de 
RV (Realidad Virtual) inmersivos fomentan una mayor repetición, lo que permite un 
desarrollo y una recuperación más rápidos de las habilidades motoras.

Objetivo. Este estudio piloto probó la funcionalidad de un entorno de RV in-
mersiva con geometría ambiental (arena rectangular rica en simetría) y señales 
de puntos de referencia característicos (pared rayada, flora) como herramienta de 
aprendizaje de rutas para niños con trastornos de la habilidad motora.

Métodos. Cuarenta niños con TDC de entre 5 y 8 años (20 niños y 20 niñas); cinco 
(5) configuraciones de modelado de realidad 3D con ortogonalidad, simetría y pare-
des rayadas como parámetros de diseño; y ejercicios de coordinación de recorrido de 
prueba utilizando una ruta visual predefinida con diferentes condiciones de control 
motor (luz diurna, oscuridad). Se registraron la tasa de finalización del recorrido, el 
tiempo de finalización del recorrido y el grado de satisfacción de los participantes 
como variables de rendimiento del aprendizaje de recorridos y se analizaron es-
tadísticamente.

Resultados. Se demostró estadísticamente que la orientación espacial de los niños 
con TDC era más estable y robusta (en tasas de finalización del camino, tiempo de 
finalización y nivel de satisfacción del recorrido) en un entorno 3D virtual rico en or-
togonalidad, simetría y señales de características como puntos de referencia. En esta 
configuración de geometría ambiental compuesta, la funcionalidad del entrenamien-
to y el rendimiento del aprendizaje inmersivo disfrutaron de un 8,16% más de tasa de 
finalización de ruta, una reducción del 12,37% en el tiempo de finalización de ruta 
y un 32,10% más de satisfacción de recorrido que las configuraciones de modelado 
de realidad pobres en geometría y puntos de referencia. La eficacia y la solidez se 
validaron estadísticamente.
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Conclusiones. Los niños con dificultades motrices entrenan y aprenden mejor en entornos 
virtuales 3D ricos en ortogonalidad, simetría y puntos de referencia característicos. 

Palabras clave
Trastorno de la habilidad motora; TDC; realidad virtual inmersiva; entrenamiento y apren-
dizaje en rutas de RV; orientación espacial; geometría ambiental; claves de coordinación de 
puntos de referencia naturales; satisfacción en el recorrido; percepción geométrica; modelado 
de la realidad; razonamiento de reorientación visual; memoria de trabajo visual.

Introduction 
VR in occupational therapy
Applications of  immersive virtual reality (VR) in occupational therapy (OT) have been exten-
sively reported in the last few years in the adult population [1-4]. However, despite extensive 
research on children’s intellectual capacities [5], there is limited research-based evidence on 
how young patients experience VR [6].

VR has been shown to encourage repetition with low-cost virtual and controlled trial exer-
cises, allowing for faster motor skill development, ADL (Activities for Daily Living) autonomy, 
and brain recovery [7,8]. The effectiveness of  traditional rehabilitation (TR) approaches is 
well demonstrated by several studies [9-13]. These approaches are based on one-to-one inter-
action and require expensive equipment. However, recent studies based on the augmentation 
of  specific kinematic feedback (virtual exercise trials) show improvement in motor skill func-
tionality [14]. Combined with TR methods and techniques [9-13], virtual therapy (VR-con-
trolled trials, reinforced feedback in a virtual environment (RFVE) [1,7,8], and gamification 
[14]) promises better results in OT for patients with disorders. 

Furthermore, there is a lack of  reports and scientific knowledge for VR-based simulated 
learning contributions required in medical therapy [15] in the OT curricula, though there is 
strong evidence of  VR use in health professionals’ education and training [16].

Recent publications on OT evaluation (e.g., usability, patient satisfaction, and exercise trial 
performance) show drawbacks and problems related to the availability of  therapy, real-time 
data access, a generic clinic environment, and delays in feedback reports [17,18]. These short-
comings could be addressed through immersive VR-based OT, which increases the availability 
of  therapy while keeping the cost low, provides access to data and big data access in real-time 
or near real-time, offers personalized clinic virtual environments, and reports training feedback 
in real-time [17-21].

Spatial reorientation behavior
A long time ago, an exceptional set of  trial tests revealed that muddled rats and chicks de-
pended on the shape of  the test field to return to a nourishment source, disregarding mile-
stone geometry or other “featural” cues such as striped walls, designed boards, and charac-
teristic odors [22,23]. These reports inspired the claim that reorientation is based only on the 
geometry of  the natural or built environment and is free from the control of  other featural 
cues [24]. Cognitive processes underlying spatial behavior, and many studies on reorientation 
have followed a wide assortment of  species, including birds and humans [25–27]. However, 
these results have been incoherent, and their interpretations are frequently disputed. A critical 
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point in this debate is that there are no defined standards or clear rules for what should be 
taken as evidence for or against a stable spatial framework (modularity) [28].

In these earlier works [23,29], the failure to use featural cues in conjunction with environ-
mental geometry to control spatial behavior was presented as the strongest demonstration of  
encapsulation [30]. Other trials showed that although animals and human children could learn 
to use features to confine their searches to the goal location, their success often relied only 
on those cues that were placed very close to the target location; that is, when local features at 
the target were removed, animals no longer showed a preference for the goal based on spatial 
relationships with respect to the remaining featural cues (e.g., rats [23], chicks [31], children 
[32]). Arguments for or against modularity have often been made based on interactions (or lack 
thereof) between environmental geometry and features (featural cues) [33].

The ability of  animals to find important goals in their environment has been said to re-
quire a form of  learning that is qualitatively different from that normally studied in the con-
ditioning laboratory. Such spatial learning has been said to depend upon the construction 
of  a global representation of  the environment, and the acquisition of  knowledge about the 
position of  goals with reference to this representation is said to be unaffected by the presence 
of  other cues or landmarks. To evaluate the first of  these claims, experiments that investi-
gate the extent to which the effects of  training in one environment transfer to another are 
described. To evaluate the second claim, experiments are described that investigate whether 
cue competition effects normally found in conditioning studies can be found in spatial tasks. 
Overall, the results indicate that most of  the phenomena of  spatial learning can be explained 
by the principles of  associative learning. The implications of  the reported results towards an 
understanding of  the neural mechanisms of  spatial learning are considered [33]. The pres-
ence of  geometric cues overshadowed learning about the landmarks when they were white 
but enhanced learning when the landmarks were black [34].

A wide range of  studies have demonstrated the associative effects of  feature learning on 
geometry-based spatial mapping [35], within-compound associations between geometry and 
features [36-38], and the potentiation of  geometry learning by featural cues [39,40-43]. All 
these studies have shown that non-geometric features can interact with the progression of  
geometric learning. Spatial reorientation with natural objects (e.g., trees, plants, man-made 
constructions, etc.) is often projected into avian navigation and robot georeferencing appli-
cations [44,45]. Spatial cognition with landmark coordination cues (e.g., built-environment 
linearity) is usually applied to geo-referencing [44,46], walking coordination [46,47], and 
motor skill reasoning [45-48].

Spatial reorientation behavior is an active research topic compatible with the previously 
discussed topic of  “VR in occupational therapy.”

VR route-learning in DCD children
Movement coordination in children with motor difficulties is an active research topic [49-52]. 
The visual contribution to motor skill DCD disorders has also attracted the attention of  the 
scientific community in recent years [45,46,53-55]. Motor skill learning and the therapeutic 
potentiality of  DCD children in immersive VR-based controlled exercise trials have also been 
a topic of  recent reports [56,57]. 

https://doi.org/10.46634/riics.263
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Finally, reports about the environmental and featural influences on motor coordination 
in DCD children highlight the importance of  spatial cognition in motor skill route learning 
approaches [58-61], the role of  symmetry in geometric intelligence [62], the effects of  re-
duced vision on spatial orientation ability using VR [63], the differential prioritization of  cue 
and boundary information in spatial navigation [64], the role of  landmarks as beacons and 
associative cues in route learning [65], and the language of  geometry (primitives and rules) 
in preschoolers [66].

VR route training and learning in children with DCD is an active research topic compat-
ible with the previously discussed two topics of  “VR in occupational therapy” and “spatial 
reorientation behavior.”

Research concept and main hypotheses
The proposed research concept is defined as follows: “DCD children’s route-learning performance, 
with in-route completion rate, termination time, and children’s satisfaction as the three dependent variables, is 
affected by built-environment geometry and featural cues as the independent variable/factor.” 

According to both theoretical [18,22,34,35,65] and empirical literature [6,10,17,37,38,65], 
route-learning for rats, chicks, and humans is aided by the use of  landmarks as beacons and 
featural cues [29,31,32,35]. Accordingly, the initial hypothesis for our study on DCD chil-
dren’s reorientation and spatial cognition is formulated as follows: “The use of  landmarks as 
beacons and associative cues in a geometric environment that is rich in symmetry and featural cues affects 
DCD children’s completion rate, time and satisfaction, and the relative study involves route-knowledge and 
spatial cognition functionality for spatial reorientation behavior.” The route-learning process is us-
er-oriented and may depend on the participant’s performance dimensions (with path comple-
tion rate, termination time, and satisfaction as dependent variables), the geometry of  the built en-
vironment (the independent variable), and landmark functionality (operating as a beacon, 
an associative cue for action, an azimuthal cue, a configuration of  several landmarks, etc.) 
[29,32,65]. Hence, the final main hypothesis is derived from the initial hypothesis presented 
above. It combines the above-presented three popular scientific topics, takes advantage of  
the ongoing research conducted per topic, and is formulated as follows: 

“Immersive VR-based walk-throughs in digital environments rich in geometry and landmarks convey positional 
and directional information, thus enhancing participants’ performance in terms of  completion rate, time, and 
satisfaction. As such, these environments are ideal for DCD route-learning studies that incorporate spatial 
reorientation, route-knowledge, and spatial cognition functionality.”

According to the stated hypothesis, the “spatial compound linear geometries” (linearity) 
usually found in urban built environments operate as landmarks with beacon functionality 
in plain orthogonal geometric arenas and as landmarks with associative cue functionality in 
rectangular arenas that are rich in symmetry. Furthermore, in bounded VR environments 
(with distinct, geometrical features), striped walls and flora objects (trees, plants) operate as 
landmarks with associative cue functionality. 

Variable analysis and null hypothesis
The proposed concept is subject to trial VR exercises (experiments) and statistical effective-
ness evaluations with path completion rate (PCR), path completion time (PCT), and walk-through level 
of  satisfaction (WTS) defined as the three dependent route-learning performance variables of  
controlled visual walk-throughs (i.e., the three route-learning performance dimensions oper-
ating as with-subject factors). 

https://doi.org/10.46634/riics.263
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As environmental setups in immersive VR configurations, geometric and featural cues operate 
as landmarks with positional and directional functionality (the main between-subjects factor). 
Hence, the geometric and featural cues of  the environmental boundary configuration are defined as the 
main independent variable (“configuration setup” factor) with five (5) items and three design 
parameters: (i) the plain orthogonality as the primitive (1st level) geometric environment, (ii) the plain 
symmetry of  rectangular elements as the secondary (2nd level) geometric environment, and (iii) the striped 
walls and flora (trees, plants) within a rectangular arena that is rich in symmetry as featural cues. 

Moreover, the two (2) lighting conditions (daylight and darkness) are regarded as values of  
the independent variable (“light condition” factor). In addition, gender (male, female) is con-
sidered another independent variable (“DCD gender” factor) with two (2) items. Additionally, 
the three (3) different visualization and reality modeling software platforms are viewed as 
different values of  the same independent variable (“software platform” factor). Finally, the six 
(6) visual trial pathways with different spatial cognition topologies are observed as different 
population values of  the same independent variable (“trial pathway” factor).

The “null hypothesis” (H0) is that the DCD route-learning performance is not affected by 
any factor’s environmental setup discrete values (different configurations). Accordingly, the 
“alternative hypothesis” (Ha) is that the DCD route-learning performance is affected by the 
discrete values of  the factor’s environmental setup (different setup configurations). A one-way 
ANOVA test is used to compare two means from two independent (unrelated) groups using 
the F-distribution. The null hypothesis for the test is that the two means are equal. Therefore, 
a significant result with F > 1 means that the two means are unequal.

Research questions
The following 11 research questions were defined to delimit the outline of  the proposed DCD 
children reorientation and route-learning study in a VR space:

RQ#1. Does plain environmental geometry rich in linearity as a landmark affect the ability 
to move (positional and/or directional reorient functionality)? 

RQ#2. Could 3D modeling symmetry and featural cues (striped walls, trees, plants) be con-
sidered auxiliary positional (geo-referencing) and/or directional tools for reorientation rea-
soning?

RQ#3. Does the particular type of  landmark navigation functionality (i.e., function as 
beacons, as associative cues for action, as azimuthal cues, and as configurations) affect the 
route-learning process, and to what extent?

RQ#4. Do compound configurations of  geometry and landmarks (environmental geometry 
rich in orthogonality, symmetry, and embedded distinct features) provide positional and direc-
tional information and, therefore, improve route learning, route knowledge (acquired during 
learning), spatial cognition, and self-confidence, and to what extent?

RQ#5. Do different configurations of  the factors (environmental setup) affect the path comple-
tion rate (PCR) of  the dependent variable, and to what extent does it do so?

RQ#6. Do different configurations of  the factors (environmental setup) affect the path comple-
tion time (PCT) of  the dependent variable, and to what extent does it do so?

https://doi.org/10.46634/riics.263
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RQ#7. Do different configurations of  the factors (environmental setup) affect the walk-through 
level of  satisfaction (WTS) of  the dependent variable, and to what extent does it do so?

RQ#8. Are there differences in route-learning performance dimensions (PCR, PCT, and 
WTS) in daylight and dark conditions?

RQ#9. Are there differences in route-learning performance dimensions (PCR, PCT, and 
WTS) according to DCD gender (male, female)?

RQ#10. Does a pathway’s variant (but with the same trip length and walking reorientation 
difficulties) spatial-cognition-topology in a route-learning trial affect performance dimensions 
(PCR, PCT, and WTS), and to what extent does it do so?

RQ#11. Does visualization and reality modeling software, beyond the environmental setups, 
affect DCD route-learning performance?

Research objective
The fourth research question (RQ#4) essentially encapsulates the first three (RQ#1, RQ#2, 
and RQ#3) and is discussed in this pilot study as the main research objective described by the 
following question: “Do geometry and feature configuration landmarks provide positional and directional 
information to improve DCD children’s route-learning, and to what extent?” (Ha).

Aim
The main aim of  this study is to reject the “null hypothesis” using one-way ANOVA analysis 
and then, with a confidence level of  95%, to identify landmark configurations that correlate 
between the three dependent route-learning variables (PCR, PCT, WTS outcomes measured 
in trials) and the independent variable (“environmental setup,” which causes the effect). 

A secondary aim is to evaluate the visual contribution to DCD visual reorientation (position-
al and directional) reasoning of  linearity/orthogonality (as primitive data in plain environmental 
geometry arenas operating as landmarks with beacon functionality), symmetry (as second-level 
data in compound environmental geometry arenas operating as landmarks with associative 
cue functionality), and distinct features/featural cues (as third-level data within combined rect-
angular arenas rich in symmetry operating as landmarks with associative cue functionality).

Materials & Method

Type of study
Null hypothesis: All environmental configuration setups have an equal effect on the depen-
dent variables PCR, PCT, and WTS.

Alternative hypothesis: At least one configuration setup is different.

Significance level: a = 0.05

Equal variances were assumed for the analysis.

We followed repeated measures analysis using one-way ANOVA statistics to reject the “null 
hypothesis.” ANOVA is commonly used to test statistical differences between the means of  
two or more interventions. Then, the post hoc (Hsu’s multiple comparisons to the best (MCB)) 
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test was applied to determine which environmental configuration setup is significantly differ-
ent from the other setups (i.e., the “strongest” setup). Finally, a quantitative analysis without 
manipulation of  the three dependent route-learning variables of  a cross-sectional type with a 
descriptive (mean, std. dev) and correlative (r, p) study was performed [67-69].

Participants
Enrollment, intervention groups

This study was carried out between September 2020 and March 2023 at the INVR virtual 
and augmented reality camp in Thessaloniki, Greece. In the first four months of  this period, 
forty (40) child participants with motor skill disorders (DCD) aged 5 to 8 years old were en-
rolled at the camp. As motor skill difficulties are commonly diagnosed in elementary schools 
in Europe, the participants were recruited from their education unit with the help of  develop-
mental and community pediatricians, psychologists, and physical and occupational therapists. 
The 40 participants (20 boys and 20 girls) were grouped into one intervention team (group).

Ethical consent

The studies involving human/children participants were reviewed according to the Declara-
tion of  Helsinki and the doi: 10.1089/cyber.2019.0269. Liverpool John Moores Ethics Committee. 
All children agreed to participate, and before the tests, parents or legal guardians gave their 
informed consent. The departmental review and research ethics board of  the Landscape 
Architecture Department / University of  Kavala Institute of  Technology (City of  Drama, 
Greece) approved this study.

Eligibility

The inclusion criteria for the DCD participants were age 5 to 8 years with a current diag-
nosis of  DCD by a registered health care provider and right-handed (hand used for writing). 
Those with pre-term birth (<36 weeks’ gestation) or any neuropsychiatric, neurological, and/
or chronic disorders were excluded from the study. Participants were screened to ensure they 
met the clinical criteria for DCD outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of  Mental 
Disorders (DSM-5, 5th edition) [70]. 

Instruments 
Head-mounted display equipment

All DCD participants performed the exercises with head-mounted display equipment (i) in 
daylight without any time anxiety and (ii) in darkness without any time anxiety. 

3D modeling software & VR route-learning simulators (creation, visualization, 
route-learning analysis)

For the creation of  the 3D trial arena and the VR route learning, the following software plat-
forms were used: 

(i) Intuitive 3D modeling CAD software with native VR interoperability (Bentley’s iTwin open 
and scalable platform integrated with NVIDIA’s Omniverse) and 

(ii) Immersive training and learning software for real-time interactive story-based VR visual-
ization and immersive experience with photorealistic lighting and environmental effects on 
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multiple devices, including Web browsers and VR headsets (Bentley’s LumenRT as the basic 
visualization and reality modeling software, the Warp VR app, and Stanford’s Strivr app for 
the performance validation test). 

Using the above platforms, participants were able to virtually explore urban and offshore 
structures as if  they were walking through the infrastructure in real-time for purposes such 
as wayfinding and safety route optimization. The software platforms were obtained courtesy 
of  the Department of  Forest and Natural Environment Sciences / International Hellenic 
University, Greece. 

GUI dialog box for VR route-learning (recording DCD motor responses to envi-
ronmental geometry and featural cues)

A software routine was developed to support the first graphical user interface (GUI) dialog 
box for a controlled head-mounted fly-through during the VR trial exercises (coordination 
tests). Path completion rate and termination time performance were recorded while the coor-
dination tests’ supervisor had exclusive responsibility for the function of  this GUI dialog box 
(Figure 1, left).

VR route-learning dialog items

Head-mounted equipment settings, virtual camera settings, trial case selection (A, B, C, D, 
and E setups for virtual-urban 3D environments), START VR route-learning test, route/
pathway completion? (Yes/No), time recording on termination (seconds), and STOP VR 
route-learning test (Figure 1, left). 

GUI dialog box for the digital camera

The visual navigation in the five (5) 3D digital environmental setups was supported by a digi-
tal camera. Accordingly, another GUI dialog box has been developed for this purpose (Figure 
1, right).

Virtual camera dialog items (fly-through producer)

The “2. Virtual Camera” dialog item was connected to a digital virtual camera on an 
event-driven programming basis (Figure 1, left). Video simulation involving route-learning 
and spatial reorientation with action-heavy content requires footage recorded in 4K UHD 
quality (2.160 p.). With this high-resolution video, the playback looks smoother and more 
fluid. The higher-resolution video looks better with higher frame rates because the higher the 
frames per second, the slower the “slow-motion” footage will be. For instance, any frame rate 
>30 fps (i.e., more than 30 distinct still images are shown in play-back per second) will be ideal 
for occupational therapy VR/AR/MR exercises for patients with disorders. 

The “fly-through control GUI dialog” supports frame rates up to 70 fps (it is not possible 
for a normal human eye to perceive more than 60 fps. Ticks are the way CAD software views 
increments of  time. There are 4,800 ticks in a second, so a digital camera can actually access 
time down to 1/4800th of  a second. Given a standard NTSC video frame rate, there are 
30 frames in a second and, therefore, 160 ticks in each frame. As such, for the proposed VR 
training and learning trial exercises with a 60-fps rate, 80 ticks/frame were needed [71,72].
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Hence, for the best and most realistic-looking motion blur, the following digital camera 
parameters were used in the VR trials: Shutter angle (FoV/Field-of-View): 62.4o; Focal length 
(f): 35mm; Lens: Wide (option from telescopic to fish-eye); Camera’s target position: Floating 
(option: fixed); Video recording speed: 80 time-ticks/frame; Visual pathway route-segmenta-
tion “Frames”: 100 (Figure 1, right).

Study design
The overall design of  the presented DCD route-learning study consists of  two distinct parts. 
Part A includes one (1) visualization and reality modeling software, one (1) predefined trial 
visual pathway, five (5) environmental setups (trial scenarios) with different configurations 
(built-environment geometry, flora, and featural cues) regarded as different values of  the same 
independent variable or factor (“configuration setup”), and twenty-five (25) trial rounds. This 
part of  the study aimed to answer the first nine research questions (RQ#1-RQ#9) and was 
completed in approximately a 100-day time window ((i.e., 40 DCD children x 4 min/trial set-
up + a 30-min time break between setups) x 5 trial setups x 25 rounds x 2 lighting conditions 
(daylight, darkness) => 100-day time window / April-July 2022). 

Part B presents three (3) different visualization and reality modeling software platforms 
regarded as different values of  the same independent variable or factor (“software platform”), 
six (6) trial visual pathways with different spatial cognitions but with the same trip-length and 
similar route-learning walking reorientation difficulties (3 in daylight and 3 in darkness con-
ditions), one (1) environmental setup, and twenty-five (25) trial rounds. This part of  the study 
aimed to answer the last two research questions (RQ#10-RQ#11) and was completed in ap-
proximately a 150-day time window ((i.e., 40 DCD children x 4 min/trial setup + a 30-min 

Figure 1. [Left] The dialog box for the VR route-learning test. [Right] The dialog box for the 
digital camera’s parameters (FlyThrough Producer).
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time interval between software change) x 3 software platforms x 25 rounds x 6 trial pathways 
(3 in daylight and 3 in darkness) => 150-day time window / September 2022-February 2023).

The route-learning trial campaign

The DCD route-learning trial campaign refers to one (six in part B) trial visual pathway pro-
jected into five (one in Part B’) different environmental configuration setups. The DCD par-
ticipants walk through the visual pathway in an immersive VR environment, and their perfor-
mance (in terms of  the dependent variables PCR, PCT, and WTS) is recorded and analyzed 
statistically. DCD participants were able to virtually explore urban and offshore structures as if  
they were walking through the infrastructure in real time.

Trial visual pathway

A  visual pathway from predefined position A to predefined position B was designed for the 
trial (Figure 2). This pathway was used in all five trial environmental setups (A, B, C, D, E), 
each with a different walk-through visualization functionality (Figure 2).

Trial environmental setups

As walk-throughs from position A to position B, the visual route-learning exercises took place 
in five (5) intentionally designed virtual-urban 3D digital environments (reality modeling set-
ups) developed in the selected CAD software platform. The first 3D environment was poor 
in rectangular structures, flora, and featural cues (case A’). The basic design parameters 
for the rest of  the four digital environments were linearity and orthogonality (spatial compound 
linear geometries (i.e., orthogonal shapes) and mutually detected parallel or perpendicular 
line pairs in linear or rectangular geometries) as the basic environmental landmarks, symmetry 
as the secondary environmental landmark, and striped walls and flora (trees and plants) as the 
feature landmarks (natural objects) (Figure 2). 

The second 3D digital environment reality modeling setup was designed with simple res-
idential rectangular structures based on linearity and orthogonality (plain linearity and or-
thogonality as primitive environmental geometries) (case B’, Figure 2: Top-left). The third 3D 
digital environment was modeled with plain and several symmetrical linear and orthogonal 
structures (plain symmetry of  rectangular structures as secondary environmental geometry) 
(case C’, Figure 2: Top-right). The fourth 3D digital environment was reconstructed with 
several striped walls within a plain rectangular arena (striped walls as primitive feature land-
marks within a plain rectangular arena) (case D’, Figure 2: Bottom-left). 

Finally, the fifth 3D digital environment was established with several striped walls and trees 
as feature landmarks within a rectangular arena rich in symmetry (striped walls, trees, and 
plants as second-level feature landmarks within a rectangular arena rich in symmetry) (case 
E, Figure 2: bottom-right). 

Setup A: 3D environmental geometry poor in any type of  landmarks. 

Setup B: Plain 3D rectangular primitive geometry as beacon landmarks (i.e., plain linear-
ity and orthogonality as beacon landmarks). 

Setup C: Plain 3D symmetry with secondary geometry as beacon landmarks (i.e., com-
pound parallel linearity and orthogonality as beacon landmarks). 
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Setup D: Single featural cues as associative cue landmarks (striped walls) within a 3D rect-
angular arena (i.e., 1st-level environmental geometry with 1st-level featural associative cue 
functionality). 

Setup E: Multi-featural cues as configurations of  landmarks (striped walls, trees, plants) 
within a 3D symmetrical arena (i.e., 2nd-level environmental geometry with 2nd-level 
associative cues and functionality).

Hence, the factor’s metadata information is defined as follows:

Factor: Configuration setup

Levels: 5

Values: setup A, setup B, setup C, setup D, and setup E.

Figure 2. Reality modeling setups with landmarks function as beacons and associative cues.

Note. [Top-left] Setup B   [Top-right] Setup C   [Bottom-left] Setup D   [Bottom-right] Setup E.

Measures
VR coordination test

The VR route-learning test aims to record mean group performance in path completion rate 
(%), termination time performance (seconds), and walk-through level of  satisfaction (rating 
scale levels 1 to 5). Group participants returned 25 times (on a 30-minute break interval be-
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tween the five trial setups) to repeat the five visual reorientation tests. Assessments were video 
recorded, and walk-through satisfaction was blindly scored offline. The four trial case setups 
rich in landmarks (linearity, orthogonality, striped walls, trees, plants) were designed in such 
a way that all four environments (B, C, D, E) provided beacon cue functionality, environmental 
arenas C and E produced symmetry associative cue functionality, and the compound route-learn-
ing arenas D and E enjoyed first- and second-level featural associative cue functionality (Figure 2).

Route-learning Procedures 
Type of  landmarks

Landmarks represented by geometry (linearity, orthogonality, rectangularity, etc.) or features 
(striped walls, trees, plants, etc.) have a beneficial effect on route-learning processes [35,65]. 
Landmarks can serve as beacons (e.g., a 3D orthogonal box), associative cues for action (e.g., a 
tree at the corner of  a rectangular square), azimuthal cues (e.g., a virtual sun in a VR arena), 
and as configurations of  landmarks (e.g., piloting in navigation) [73-79].

Route-learning tasks and functionality

In route-learning, the difference between “beacon-based” and “associative cue-based” land-
mark functionality is in accordance with recognition learning tasks (single item information 
from a set of  self-referenced stimuli landmarks) and cued recall learning tasks (landmark and 
a directional action from a sequence of  paired items), respectively [65]. In beacon-based 
recognition learning, the traveler is exposed over the course of  learning to a set of  referenc-
ing stimuli and beacon landmarks. So, beacon landmarks identify positional functionality. 
In associative cue-based cued recall learning, the traveler is exposed to a sequence of  paired 
items (associative cue landmark and a directional action) over the course of  the lesson. In 
this situation, associative cue landmarks are used to specify directional functionality. In con-
figuration-based bounded learning, the traveler is exposed to a set of  combined referencing 
and directional landmarks over the course of  the lesson. In this situation, configurations of  
landmarks signalize both positional and directional functionality.

Route-learning tasks and processes

Route learning, which is based on associative cues for action landmarks as a cued recall learning 
task, is a time-consuming process (i.e., it supports directional but time-consuming function-
ality). Route-learning, which is based on beacons as a recognition learning task, is a simple self- 
or geo-referencing process (i.e., characterized by positional referencing functionality); and 
route-learning, which is based on configurations of  landmarks as a bounded learning task, is a 
complicated process (i.e., enjoying directional and positional functionality).

Results
A VR-based DCD route-learning case study was performed, and screenshots (screen-capture 
photography) from the four environmental modeling setups are presented in Figure 2. Partic-
ipants wore head-mounted displays, and the visual pathway for each trial case started from 
position A, finished at position B, and lasted about two (2) minutes. 

The five (5) 3D digital environments were implemented using Bentley’s iTwin modeling 
software with native VR interoperability and functionality, and the VR visualization and 
simulation immersive route-learning experience was performed using Bentley’s LumenRT 
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platform. To ensure the reliability of  the statistical analysis, a total of  twenty-five (25) visual 
reorientation route-learning pathway tests from position A to position B were performed 
spontaneously per trial environmental setup (A, B, C, D, E) in a visuospatial working memory 
base, with 30-minute time breaks between the five trial setups (i.e., a 2-day time window per 
round x 25 rounds). 

Table 1. “Configuration setup”: 40 DCD children – Daylight conditions.

Path completion 
rate (%)

PCT-Termination 
time (seconds)

Walk-through 
satisfaction (1-5)

Time-Satisfaction 
correlation

mean (Std.) Mean (Std.) r p 

Setup A 69 196.12 (13.903) 1.22 (0.99424) -.880* <.001

setup B 84 161.80 (14.652) 2.45 (1.31689) -.910* <.001

setup C 86 157.22 (14.005) 2.80 (1.11850) -.921* <.001

setup D 92 142.60 (12.546) 3.80 (0.89443) -.972* <.001

setup E 95 138.29 (11.798) 4.22 (0.83871) -.988* <.001

Effect of the “configuration setup” factor 
on route-learning performance dimen-
sions in daylight conditions (“light condi-
tion” factor)

F(1,107)=21.82,

P<0.002, n2<0.62

F(1,122)=14.93,

P<0.001, n2<0.05

F(1,155)=16.80,

P<0.0001, n2<0.5

Note. n=40-participant group mean values from 25 trials; *: Correlation is significant at the 0.010 level (2-tailed).

Table 2. “Configuration setup”: 40 DCD children – Darkness conditions.

Path completion 
rate (%)

PCT-Termination 
time (seconds)

Walk-through 
satisfaction (1-5)

Time-Satisfaction 
correlation

mean (Std.) Mean (Std.) r P

Setup A 61 267.26 (13.903) 0.55 (0.88924) -.793* <.001

setup B 78 209.11 (18.072) 1.81 (1.11787) -.945* <.001

setup C 81 183.20 (15.803) 2.32 (1.11714) -.951* <.001

setup D 89 154.44 (12.941) 3.53 (0.95447) -.968* <.001

setup E 94 144.58 (12.977) 4.02 (0.93970) -.981* <.001

Effect of the “configuration setup” 
factor on route-learning perfor-
mance dimensions in darkness con-
ditions (“light condition” factor)

F(1,107)=21.08,

P<0.002, n2<0.33

F(1,122)=13.62,

P<0.001, n2<0.05

F(1,155)=15.41,

P<0.0001, n2<0.5

Note. n=40-participant group mean values from 25 trials; *: Correlation is significant at the 0.010 level (2-tailed).
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In all trials, the pathway was the same (AàB), and the supervisor’s task was to record the 
values for the three variables per participant: PCR (binary value), PCT (seconds), and WTS 
(offline rating with integer values in the scale 1-5) (Table 1 and 2).

Environmental setups and route-learning variables
The coordinated forward progression toward a target while maintaining body balance 
and limiting energy expenditure and termination time is considered the basic principle in 
route-learning and route-knowledge case studies [31,32,35,65]. In this domain, the following 
three thesis statements, stating the relationship between the defined route-learning variables 
(PCR, PCT, WTS) and the corresponding environmental setups, were considered in the VR 
reorientation study:

Thesis statement I

The first dependent variable, “path completion rate,” should be regarded as route-learning 
mission-accomplishment information because its value refers to the percentage of  those DCD chil-
dren who successfully terminated the trial pathway (test). Hence, according to this hypothesis, 
the “path completion rate” variable is correlated to beacons, associative cues, configuration land-
marks, and the relative environmental setups. The direction and the grade of  this relationship 
per landmark type and setup are open issues.

Thesis statement II

The second dependent variable, “termination time performance,” should be regarded as 
route-learning directional information because its value is directly affected by DCD children’s 
decisions to turn left or right at route decision points and is therefore conceptualized as a 
time-consuming cued recall task in which the landmark function operates as a cue for DCD 
children’s directional signal guiding reorientation [32,35,65]. Hence, according to this hy-
pothesis, the “termination time performance” variable is correlated to associative cue landmarks 
and the relative environmental setups. The direction and the grade of  this relationship are 
open issues.

Thesis statement III

The third dependent variable, “walk-through level of  satisfaction,” should be regarded as 
route-learning positional information because DCD children’s self-confidence is derived from 
recognizing landmarks based on visual cues [39,65]. This self-confidence leads to satisfaction. 
Hence, according to this hypothesis, the “walk-through satisfaction” variable is related to 
beacon landmarks and the relative environmental setups. The direction and the grade of  this 
relationship have yet to be determined.

All these thesis statements will be statistically tested as hypotheses (one-way ANOVA statis-
tics and correlate/bivariate analysis by means, standard deviation, Pearson correlation (r), and 
sig (2-tailed) (p)) with the help of  the relative values   from Τables 1-5 in the next section. 

Statistical Analysis
(A) Analysis of  Variance: One-way ANOVA F-distribution parametric test 

For the one-way ANOVA statistics, the confidence level was set to 95% (p<0.05), and for the 
quantitative research without manipulation of  the three dependent route-learning variables 
(non-experimental) of  a cross-sectional type and with descriptive (mean, std. dev) and correl-
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ative (r, p) analysis, the statistical significance was set at p<0.010. The IBM SPSS Statistics 
version 29 software platform (IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for analysis. 

The primary analysis was intention-to-treat, with three dependent variables (PCR, PCT, 
WTS) [38-40]. “Path completion rate,” a binary variable, was recorded online as a true/false 
value; “termination time,” a scale variable, was recorded online based on path completion 
time in seconds, while the variable “walk-through satisfaction” was rated offline using a 1 to 
5 Likert scale (“1” no satisfied; “2” slightly satisfied; “3” satisfied; “4” very satisfied; and “5” 
extremely satisfied) and in this way the level of  participants’ satisfaction is recorded (qualita-
tive and ordinal variable). 

As shown in Table 1 and 2, for daylight and darkness conditions, the calculated ANOVA 
parameters (F, p, n2) related to the independent variable “setup” and the three dependent ones 
“PCR,” “PCT,” and “WTS,” respectively. In these two tables, the recorded mean values are 
calculated based on the 40 participants and the 25 trials, while PCT (time) and WTS (satisfac-
tion) are the two variables in a correlate/bivariate analysis of  the mean, std. deviation, Pearson 
correlation (r), and sig (2-tailed) (p). 

Table 2 demonstrates the “configuration setup” factor results in daylight conditions (means 
from 1,000 measurements gathered from 40 DCD children and 25 trials / five setups).

The recruited one-way ANOVA parametric test determined that the associated “popu-
lation” means are significantly different in general, and therefore, the “null hypothesis” is 
rejected. However, the test does not indicate which mean (configuration setup) is different. 
Differences between the means of  configuration setups are a deviant and abnormal effect 
size because these differences merely designate the power of  the relationship using values 
that only keep on the natural units of  the dependent variables PCR, PCT, and WTS. The 
effect size helps to emphasize how relevant the findings are to a real-world situation. As such, 
we must determine which setup is significantly different by performing a post hoc (multiple 
comparisons) test with a significance level of  0.05.

(B) The strongest configuration setup: Hsu’s Multiple Comparisons to the Best 
(MCB) test 

Hsu’s MCB method is a multiple comparison method that is designed to identify which factor 
levels are the best, insignificantly different from the best, and significantly different from the 
best. O can define “best” as either the highest or lowest mean. This procedure is usually used 
after an ANOVA to more precisely analyze differences between level means. Hsu’s MCB 
method creates a confidence interval for the difference between each level mean and the best 
of  the remaining level means. If  an interval has zero as an endpoint, there is a statistically 
significant difference between the corresponding means (Minitab Statistical Software). More 
specifically:

• If  an interval has a “zero” value as an endpoint, there is a statistically significant differ-
ence between the corresponding means.

• If  the interval does not have a “zero” value as an endpoint, the difference between means 
is not statistically significant.
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Highest is best (PCR, WTS) Lowest is best (PCT)
Confidence interval contains zero No significant difference No significant difference
Confidence interval entirely above zero Significantly better Significantly worse
Confidence interval entirely below zero Significantly worse Significantly better

Figure 3A. Hsu’ MCB test – Simultaneous Confidence Intervals (95% CIs) for PCR case.

The largest mean was specified as the initial sample best for the PCR (“completion rate”) and 
WTS (“satisfaction”) cases because of  its positive strength (i.e., hardness performance) in “com-
pletion rate” and “satisfaction” performance. Accordingly, the lowest mean was specified as the 
initial sample best for the PCT (“time”) case because the less “time,” the better performance. 

In Hsu’s MCB method, a group is significantly better than another when the confidence 
interval has a “zero” value at an endpoint. 

Hsu’s Multiple Comparisons to the Best (MCB) method was used to identify the level (i.e., 
the configuration setup) of  the factor (independence variable) that is the best, the levels that are 
significantly different from the best, and the levels that are insignificantly different from the best. 
Hsu’s MCB compared setups A, B, C, and D to setup E using the best mean values for all depen-
dent variables (PCR, PCT, and WTS). It is notable that the best configuration setup might not 
have the best mean due to some sampling errors (in some cases, groups that are not significantly 
different from the initial sample best one might have a more significant difference).

Interpretation – PCR case/daylight conditions (Table 1)

The means for setup A (69), setup B (84), setup C (86), and setup D (92) are all compared 
to the mean for setup E (95), which is the largest (i.e., the initial sample best) mean in the PCR 
dimension. Then, the mean for setup E itself  is compared to the mean of  setup D, which is 
the largest of  the remaining four means. The results indicate the following: the confidence 
intervals for the difference between the mean of  setup E and the means of  setup A (-26 to 0), 
setup B (-11 to 0), and setup C (-9 to 0) indicate that these differences are significant because 
all three intervals have a “zero” value as an endpoint. The remaining two intervals (i.e., setup 
D – setup E and setup E – setup D’) do not have “zero” as an endpoint, which indicates that 
the differences are not significant (Figure 3A).
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Interpretation – PCT case/daylight conditions (Table 1)

The means for setup A (196.12), setup B (161.80), setup C (157.22), and setup D (142.60) 
are all compared to the mean for setup E (138.29), which is the lowest (i.e., the initial sample 
best) mean in the PCT dimension. Then, the mean for setup E itself  is compared to the mean 
of  setup D, which is the lowest of  the remaining four means. The results indicate that the 
confidence intervals for the difference between the mean of  setup E and the means of  setup 
A (0 to 57.83), setup B (0 to 23.51), and setup C (0 to 18.93) indicate that these differences are 
significant because all three intervals have a “zero” value as an endpoint. The remaining two 
intervals (i.e., setup D – setup E and setup E – setup D) do not have “zero” as an endpoint, 
which indicates that the differences are not significant (Figure 3B).

Figure 3B. Hsu’ MCB test – Simultaneous Confidence Intervals (95% CIs) for PCT case.

Interpretation – WTS case/daylight conditions (Table 1)

The means for setup A (1.22), setup B (2.45), setup C (2.80), and setup D (3.80) are all com-
pared to the mean for setup E (4.22), which is the largest (i.e., the initial sample best) mean 
in the WTS dimension. Then, the mean for setup E itself  is compared to the mean of  setup 
D, which is the largest of  the remaining four means. The results indicate that the confidence 
intervals for the difference between the mean of  setup E and the means of  setup A (-3.0 to 0), 
setup B (-1.77 to 0), and setup C (-1.42 to 0) indicate that these differences are significant be-
cause all three intervals have a “zero” value as an endpoint. The remaining two intervals (i.e., 
setup D – setup E and setup E – setup D) do not have “zero” as an endpoint, which indicates 
that the differences are not significant (Figure 3C).

As such, according to the previous analysis and the relative Figures (Figure 3A, 3B, and 
3C), the configuration setup E, which was regarded as the initial sample best setup because of  
its superior mean performance in the PCR, PCT, and WTS dimensions, was compared to all 
other setups and then identified as the final best environmental configuration setup.
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Hence, according to the post hoc MCB tests, the first modeling environment route-learn-
ing process (setup A), as well as the spatial cognition knowledge acquired during this learning 
reorientation test, has been identified as particularly poor (about 18% less performance than 
the second environment (setup B, the worst case from the rest four setups). As such, environ-
mental setup A was excluded and not discussed further in this paper (Figure 3A, 3B, and 3C). 

(C) Quantitative analysis without manipulation of  the three dependent 
route-learning variables of  a cross-sectional type 

After the exclusion of  configuration setup A, the recorded absolute mean values of  the path 
completion rate per environmental setup ranged from 84% (case B: route-learning with work-
ing memory based on plain primitive environmental geometry landmarks) [32,35,64] to 95% 
(case E: spatial cognition with visuospatial memory based on multi-feature landmarks, or-
thogonal boundaries landmarks, compound symmetry landmarks, and cognitive spontaneous 
reorientation tasks) [35,62].

Following this, the correlation between the PCT and WTP variables is described as:

• A very significant statistical association (p<0.001) in all environmental cases (p-value-cen-
tered statistical reporting) (i.e., the test statistic is converted to a probability (namely the 
p-value) using the probability distribution of  the test statistic under the null hypothesis, 
and the p-value was used solely as an aid after data collection, indicating that the observed 
statistic for PCT and WTS was not a simple random event but indeed belonged to a 
unique phenomenon fitting the main hypothesis. 

• A very strong negative correlation (r) in setup E (a near-perfect downhill linear relation-
ship) while the rate-of-descent of  the correlation line’s slope increases from case B to case 
E (i.e., for each one-unit increase in the predictor (termination time) the change in the 
response (satisfaction) accelerates).

Therefore, the lower the PCT (termination time performance), the greater the WTS (participant’s 
satisfaction) in all environmental case setups, but with greater momentum in configuration set-
up E (several striped walls and trees as feature landmarks within a rectangular arena rich in 

Figure 3C. Hsu’ MCB test – Simultaneous Confidence Intervals (95% CIs) for the WTS case.
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symmetry). Finally, the thesis statements (hypotheses I, II, and III) were statistically confirmed 
based on the following: 

a. The PCR (mean 85.20, Std. 10.085) and WTS (mean 2.8980, Std. 1.18187) variables were 
correlated perfectly and positively (r = 0.980, Sig. (2-tailed) p = 0.003). The PCR and 
PCT (mean 159.2060, Std. 22.83941) variables were also correlated perfectly and negative-
ly (r=-0.999, Sig. (2-tailed) p<0.001), and the WTS and PCT variables were correlated 
near perfectly and negatively (r=-0.977, Sig. (2-tailed) p=0.004);

b. in terms of  PCR and WTS recorded values, setup A (none landmarks) < setup B (beacon 
landmarks) < setup C (beacon landmarks) < setup D (associative cues landmarks) < setup 
E (configurations landmarks); and

c. in terms of  PCT recorded values: setup A (no landmarks) > setup B (beacon landmarks) 
> setup C (beacon landmarks) > setup D (associative cue landmarks) > setup E (configu-
ration landmarks).

Hence, the direction and grade of  the correlation/relationship per environmental setup 
(landmark type) and the three participants’ route-learning performance variables have been 
defined. Finally, as shown by the statistical analysis, setup E, which incorporates configuration 
landmarks, is strongly correlated to all variables and enjoys the best performance in all cases. 

Table 2 demonstrates the “configuration setup” factor results in darkness conditions (means 
from 1,000 measures taken from 40 DCD children and 25 trials / five setups).

Similar conclusions emerge from the analysis of  Table 2 (route-learning in darkness con-
ditions). Moreover, a significant decrease was recorded in the values of  all three variables, 
especially for the variable WTS (-12% mean reduction).

Descriptive statistics Correlations
PCR mean 80.60 Std. 12.661 PCR-PCT r = -

.992* 
p<.001

PCT mean 191.7180 Std. 49.22721 PCR-WTS r=.984* p=.003
WTS mean 2.4460 Std. 1.38453 PCT-WTS r=-.982* p=.003

Note. *. The correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 3 illustrates the “DCD gender” factor’s route-learning comparative performance 
evaluation (means from 1,000 measures taken from 40 DCD children and 25 trials).

The mean data (from setups B, C, D, and E in daylight and darkness conditions) shown 
in Table 1 and 2 were calculated and presented in Table 4 to demonstrate the configura-
tion setup for E, which revealed better VR training functionality and excellent immersive 
route-learning performances for DCD children. The mean data in Table 4 demonstrate the 
superiority of  the environmental configuration of  setup E, which has an 8.16% better path 
completion rate, 12.37% reduction in path completion time, and 32.10% more walk-through satisfac-
tion versus the mean prices from all significant configuration setups (B, C, D, E) (see the three 
rightmost columns for the evaluation results in 8.16%, 12.37%, and 32.10%).
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Table 3. The “DCD gender” factor: Route-learning comparative performance evaluation.

Male DCD children Female DCD children

PCR PCT WTS PCR PCT WTS

Setup A 64 232.11 0.88 62 233.08 0.82

Setup B 81 185.99 2.21 80 189.39 2.15

Setup C 83 171.03 2.63 80 171.83 2.62

Setup D 90 150.93 3.17 89 152.07 3.11

Setup E 94 141.52 4.18 95 141.88 4.22

Effect of the “DCD gender” 
factor on route-learning 
performance dimensions

F(1,107)=.32

No significant 
interaction

F(1,122)=.11

No significant 
interaction

F(1,155)=.07

No significant 
interaction

F(1,107)=.51

No significant 
interaction

F(1,122)=.49

No significant 
interaction

F(1,155)=.072

No significant 
interaction

Note. Group A’ 20 male & Group B’ 20 female participants (mean values from 25 trials in mixed light conditions).

Table 4. Setup E vs. all setups: Route-learning comparative performance evaluation.

vs.

setup B setup C setup D
all setups B, C, D, E

(mean)

PCR PCT WTS PCR PCT WTS PCR PCT WTS PCR PCT WTS

setup 
E

PCR
+16.67% --- --- 13.17% --- --- 4.42% --- --- 8.16% --- ---

setup 
E

PCT

---

23.74%

Reduc-
tion

--- ---
16.91% 
Reduc-

tion
--- ---

4.77% 
Reduc-

tion
--- ---

12.37% 
reduc-

tion
---

setup 
E

WTS
--- --- +93.42% --- --- +60.94% --- --- +12.41% --- --- +32.10%

Note. n=40-participant group mean values from 25 trials; *: Correlation is significant at the 0.010 level (2-tailed).

In the route-learning study, environmental setup E was characterized by configuration 
landmarks (linearity, orthogonality, symmetry, striped walls, trees, and plants) within a 3D 
arena with several rectangular models and spontaneous visuospatial memory-based reorien-
tation choices from the bounded features rich in featural associative cue functionality.
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Robustness Validation

In order to answer research questions RQ#10 and RQ#11 and validate the effect detected 
in Table 1, 2, 3, and 4 of  the environmental “configuration setup” of  the three dependent 
variables (route-learning performance dimensions PCR, PCT, and WTS) we performed a 
robustness check with three (3) visualization and reality modeling software platforms as val-
ues of  an independent variable (“software platform” factor) and six (6) visual trial pathways 
(“trial pathway” factor). Table 5 shows the results from the “software platform” factor’s ro-
bustness check evaluation (means taken from 6,000 measures taken from 40 DCD children, 6 
pathways, and 25 rounds). Finally, Table 6 shows the results from the “trial pathway” factor’s 
robustness check evaluation (means from 3,000 measures taken from 40 DCD children, 3 
software platforms, and 25 rounds).

Table 5. “Software platform”: The Robustness check / case setup E.

n=40 DCD children

VR training and learning walk-throughs 
using three (3) visualization reality 
modeling software platforms

Path completion rate

(Mean % values of 25 
trials on 6 different 
pathways)

Time performance 

(Mean values in 
seconds of 25 trials on 
6 different pathways)

Walk-through satisfaction

(Mean scale values “1” 
to “5” of 25 trials on 6 
different pathways)

LumenRT software 94.6% (std. 4.67515) 140.20 (std. 12.39621) 4.10 (std. 0.83449)

Warp VR app 93.5% (std. 4.67722) 140.06 (std. 12.30277) 4.25 (std. 0.83925)

Strivr app 94.1% (std. 4.65804) 141.49 (std. 12.28802) 4.06 (std. 0.84114)

Effect of the “software platform” factor on 
route-learning performance dimensions

F(1,107)=0.39

No significant 
interaction detected

F(1,122)=0.11

No significant interaction 
detected

F(1,155)=0.03

No significant interaction 
detected

Note. n=40 DCD children, 6 visual pathways, 25 trials.

Table 6. “Trial pathway”: The Robustness check / case setup E.

n=40 DCD children

VR training and learning walk-throughs 
on six (6) different pathways but with 
fixed start (A)-finish (B) positions

Path completion rate

(Mean % values of 25 
trials on 6 different 
pathways)

Time performance 

(Mean values in sec-
onds of 25 trials on 6 
different pathways)

Walk-through satisfaction

(Mean scale values “1” to 
“5” of 25 trials on 6 differ-
ent pathways)

Spatial cognition topology I 95.3% (std. 4.82577) 141.06 (std. 12.90201) 4.16 (std. 0.83740)

Spatial cognition topology II 93.8% (std. 4.97220) 140.69 (std. 12.72298) 4.22 (std. 0.83651)

Spatial cognition topology III 94.9% (std. 4.88841) 141.90 (std. 12.89162) 4.11 (std. 0.84144)

Spatial cognition topology IV 94.7% (std. 4.88890) 141.96 (std. 12.89152) 4.09 (std. 0.84190)

Spatial cognition topology V 94.0% (std. 4.97430) 140.70 (std. 12.73150) 4.23 (std. 0.83699)

Spatial cognition topology VI 95.1% (std. 4.86340) 140.63 (std. 12.91049) 4.11 (std. 0.85003)

Effect of the “trial pathway” factor on 
route-learning performance dimensions

F(1,107)=0.76

No significant interaction

F(1,122)=0.82

No significant interaction

F(1,155)=0.60

No significant interaction

Note. n=40 DCD children, 6 visual pathways, 25 trials.
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The robustness check for the 40 DCD children (20 boys and 20 girls) was performed in 
visual daylight and darkness conditions on 3D digital environments rich in spatial compound 
geometries operating as landmarks with beacon functionality and district features (striped 
walls, trees, and plants) operating spontaneously as landmarks with associative cue function-
ality (reality modeling environmental case setup E) (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. The 1st of the six different trial visual pathways used for the validation test.

Note. [Top-left] A TOP view of the 1st pathway. [Top-right] An ISO view of the plain geometry. 
[Bottom-left] An ISO view of plain geometry with flora. [Bottom-right] Entry view (1st pathway).

To enhance reliability, the validation test was projected on the same 3D digital environment 
for setup E (rich in linearity, orthogonality, symmetry, striped walls, trees, and plants) and performed 
twenty-five (25) times on six (6) different pathways from starting position A to terminating 
position B (A→B paths). 

The six (6) different trial visual pathways were projected onto six different spatial cognition 
topologies (arenas with environmental modeling and features) but with the same trip length 
and similar route-learning and walking reorientation difficulties (Figure 4). Three of  these six 
arenas were projected in daylight lighting conditions, and the rest were projected in darkness. 
The intervention group was crewed with the same 20 DCD boys and 20 DCD girls (sex-bal-
anced staffing) and was tested 450 times/participant with a 30-minute time interval between 
the software platforms (3 s/w platforms x 6 trial pathways x 25 rounds). The total time for 
performing the robustness check was 150 days (i.e., a 1-day time window for testing all 40 
participants in these 3 s/w platforms on the same day x 6 (pathways) x (25 rounds)).

The mean results and the ANOVA F-distribution of  the three (3) visualizations and reality 
modeling software (regarding path completion rate, termination time performance, and walk-
through satisfaction) are displayed in Table 5. The mean results and the ANOVA F-distribution 
of  the six (6) trial visual pathways (regarding path completion rate, termination time perfor-
mance, and walk-through satisfaction) are displayed in Table 6. 
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The VR training functionality and the immersive learning performance (in spatial cog-
nition testing for DCD route-learning), as they have been projected and tested to all these 
visualization and reality modeling software platforms, were validated statistically and enjoyed 
very similar results in scale-dependent variable path completion rate, scale-dependent variable 
time performance, and qualitative-ordinal-dependent variable walk-through (level of) satisfaction. 

Discussion
The presented case study illustrated the landmark’s value in utilizing DCD children’s spatial 
cognition. Measures of  spatial working memory for locations, landmarks, cues, and geometries 
were used for cue- and boundary-based route learning. The presented study used a low-cost 
desktop VR environment for measurements and recorded the statistical distinction between 
plain environmental geometry landmarks (3D environments rich in linearity and orthogonality) 
that serve as beacons (case setup B’); compound geometry landmarks (3D arenas rich in sym-
metry) that serve as associative cues (case setup C’); and two configurations of  landmarks (3D 
models rich in linearity, orthogonality, symmetry, and featural cues like striped walls and trees) 
that function both as beacons and associative cues for action (case setups D and E). 

The research framework was described in 11 research questions. The “null hypothesis” was 
that the DCD route-learning performance (the dependent variable with three dimensions 
PCR, PCT, and WTS) is not affected by any environmental setup (the between-subjects “con-
figuration setup” factor with five levels). 

A one-way ANOVA, commonly used to test statistical differences among means of  two or 
more interventions, was used to compare the five means from the unrelated populations (inde-
pendent/dependent variables) using the F-distribution. The “null hypothesis” for the test was that 
the two means were equal. Hence, a significant result (in our study F>13 with p<0.05) means 
that the two means are “statistically unequal.” Therefore, we conclude, with a confidence level 
of  95%, that the influence of  the independent variables on the DCD route-learning perfor-
mance (PCR, PCT, WTS dimensions) is not the same (alternative hypothesis validation). The 
independent variables were identified by five (5) configuration setups, two (2) light conditions, 
two (2) DCD gender identities, three (3) software platforms, and six (6) trial pathways. 

The route-learning performance was described by three terms regarded as performance 
dimensions and categorized as dependent variables (PCR, PCT, and WTS). In the VR re-
orientation trials, the dependent variable “path completion time” (PCT) was considered 
route-learning directional information because its value is directly affected by DCD children’s de-
cisions to turn left or right as way-finders on route decision points. Similarly, the dependent 
variable “walk-through level of  satisfaction” (WTS) was regarded as route-learning positional 
information because DCD children’s self-confidence was conceptualized by and derived from a 
geo-referencing recognition, and this self-confidence was transferred to satisfaction. 

In explaining DCD route-learning performance, we tried to determine if  a one-way in-
teraction effect exists between the proposed five environmental setups and the dependent 
variables PCR, PCT, and WTS. Significant changes have been detected in route-learning 
performance (PCR, PCT, WTS dimensions) over the five environmental setups (one-way re-
peated measurement ANOVA analysis with the environmental setup as the between-subject 
factor and the three DCD route-learning performance indicators as within-subject factors).
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The effect of  the “configuration setup” factor on route-learning performance dimensions 
in daylight conditions (“light condition” factor) was recorded for the PCR variable as F(1,107) 
= 21.82, p<0.002, n2<0.62; for the PCT variable as F(1,122) = 14.93, p<0.001, n2<0.05; and 
for the WTS variable as F(1,155) = 16.80, p<0.0001, n2<0.5 (Table 1).

We also examined lighting conditions as independent factors. DCD spatial memory is af-
fected by environmental lighting conditions (daylight vs. darkness), and route learning per-
forms better in daylight conditions (Table 1 v. Table 2). The effect of  the “configuration 
setup” factor on route-learning performance dimensions in darkness conditions (“light con-
dition” factor) was recorded for the PCR variable F(1,107) = 21.08, p<0.002, n2<0.33; for 
the PCT variable F(1,122) = 13.62, p<0.001, n2<0.05; and for the WTS variable F(1,155) = 
15.41, p<0.0001, n2<0.5 (Table 2).

The calculated great F values mean that the “null hypothesis” (i.e., the influence of  the five 
environmental setups on the DCD route-learning performance is the same) is not validated. 
Therefore, we conclude (with a confidence level of  95%, 0.05) in favor of  the alternative 
hypothesis (i.e., that the environmental setup configuration affects DCD route-learning per-
formance dimensions (PCR, PCT, and WTS)). Therefore, the recorded significant result with 
ANOVA F>13 means that the two means are unequal and, therefore, DCD route-learning 
performance is affected by the environmental setup. 

Even more, to answer the stated research objective (research questions #1-#4) and research 
questions #5, #6, and #7 in the DCD route-learning processes (VR trials), the configuration 
of  landmarks (i.e., case setup E: VR arena rich in linearity, orthogonality, symmetry, striped 
walls, trees, and plants) displayed the best directional (12.37% reduction in path termination 
time), positional (32.10% more walk-through satisfaction), and mission-accomplishment (8.16% 
better path completion rate) functionality performance. 

The DCD group performed in a similar manner to route-learning training through the five 
setups (best performance with Setup E). The ANOVA allowed us to conclude that the influ-
ence of  the five (5) setups on the DCD route-learning process is not the same. However, it did 
not enable us to establish the relationship between these five setups. That is, we were unable 
to determine which setup is the best in terms of  spatial memory performance. 

Next, we proceed with a multiple comparisons analysis (Hsu’s MCB) to look for specific 
differences between pair setups and conclude that configuration setup E was the strongest in 
terms of  the real (i.e., not just an initial sample “best” mean) highest mean for “completion 
rate” (PCR) and “satisfaction” (WTS) and the real lowest mean for “time” (PCT). 

Next, after determining the strongest configuration setup, we proceeded with a pair-com-
parison of  the mean values of  the three dependent variables (PCR, PCT, and WTS) for setup 
E vs. the significant setups of  B, C, and D as well as setup E vs. the relative mean values of  all 
four significant configuration setups together (i.e., the mean values of  setups B, C, D, and E) 
to conclude that the environmental configuration setup E achieved the best DCD route-learn-
ing performance with an 8.16% better path completion rate, 12.37% reduction in path completion 
time, and 32.10% more walk-through satisfaction versus the mean prices from all significant con-
figuration setups (B, C, D, E) (see the three rightmost columns in Table 4 for the evaluation 
results at 8.16%, 12.37%, and 32.10%). 
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Regarding landmark configurations (i.e., the configuration setup E), the highest percentage 
of  DCD children who successfully terminated the trial pathway (test), as well as the cur-
rent position and the heading toward the target (i.e., termination point B) were determined 
in a geo-referenced directional reorientation process. Route-learning performance accuracy 
achieved the lowest price in setup A and the highest one in setup E for all three dependent 
variables (PCR, PCT, and WTS).

Hence, all eleven (11) research questions (RQ #1-11) have been answered, and according to 
the ANOVA F-feasibility statistics, the DCD route-learning alternative hypothesis is validated 
(F>14). The F ratio is the ratio of  two mean square values, and if  the “null hypothesis” is true, F 
is anticipated to have a value close to 1.0 most of  the time. In the present DCD route-learning 
study, the calculated large F ratio (F>13 in all cases) implies that the variation among the popu-
lation (independent and dependent variables) is greater than anyone expected to see by chance.

We also examined DCD gender identities as independent factors. No interaction was ob-
served, which indicated that DCD spatial memory does not enjoy a better route-learning 
performance in male or female participants (20 male, 20 female) (Table 3). For the male par-
ticipants, the effect of  the “DCD gender” factor on route-learning performance dimensions 
was recorded for the PCR variable as F(1,107) = 0.32, for the PCT variable as F(1,122) = 
0.11, and for the WTS variable as F(1,155) = 0.07 (i.e., no significant interaction) (Table 3). For the 
female participants, the effect of  the “DCD gender” factor on route-learning performance 
dimensions was recorded for the PCR variable as F(1,107) = 0.51 (i.e., no significant interaction); 
for the PCT variable as F(1,122) = 0.49 (i.e., no significant interaction); and for the WTS variable 
as F(1,155) = 0.72 (i.e., no significant interaction) (Table 3).

In addition, we investigated the effect of  the “software platform” factor on route-learning 
performance dimensions. No interaction was observed, which indicated that DCD spatial 
memory does not enjoy better route-learning performance on a particular software platform 
(i.e., the proposed DCD route-learning study is visualization and reality modeling software-in-
dependent. The effect of  the “software platform” factor on route-learning performance di-
mensions was recorded for the PCR variable as F(1,107) = 0.39 (i.e., no significant interaction); 
for the PCT variable as F(1,122) = 0.11 (i.e., no significant interaction); and for the WTS variable 
as F(1,155) = 0.03 (i.e., no significant interaction) (Table 5).

Finally, we explore the effect of  the “trial pathway” factor on route-learning performance 
dimensions. No interaction was observed, which indicated that DCD spatial memory does 
not enjoy better route-learning performance in a particular visual trial pathway (i.e., the pro-
posed DCD route-learning study is spatial cognition topology-independent). The effect of  the 
“trial pathway” factor on route-learning performance dimensions was recorded for the PCR 
variable as F(1,107) = 0.76 (i.e., no significant interaction); for the PCT variable as F(1,122) = 
0.82 (i.e., no significant interaction); and for the WTS variable as F(1,155) = 0.60 (i.e., no significant 
interaction) (Table 6).

Effectiveness – Feasibility

This narrow margin in performances statistically confirms the robustness of  the proposed ap-
proach for visual training and route-learning among children with motor skill DCD disorders 
using linear geometries, symmetry, and features as landmarks operating as associative cues for 
action in controlled VR trials.
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Limitations of  the findings

Several factors may limit the results of  this study. For example, it is important to acknowledge 
that the 40-child sample size is relatively small, and the children’s age range (5 to 8 years old) 
is relatively heterogeneous. Moreover, gaze patterns and state anxiety considerations were 
restricted to daylight and dark lighting conditions. Other gaze parameters and state anxiety 
levels like “accelerated speed with accuracy” and “route-learning in fast and explosive move-
ments” [73-75] were not considered in the discussed route-learning approach.

Another limitation was the demanding nature of  the trial, which required children to main-
tain their attention and motivation over a very strict time period of  2 to 4 minutes. This may 
have been difficult, particularly for a small sample size of  children with co-occurring motion, 
coordination, attention, learning, and anxiety disorders, and may have contributed to perfor-
mance variability.

Areas for Future Research

It is important for future research to experimentally consider gaze patterns and state or dy-
namic anxiety levels to fully explore their role in route-learning processes for children with 
motor skill disorders. Future research could explore in-depth documentation of  the differenc-
es between DCD boys and girls in visual route-knowledge trials. Further studies could also 
investigate whether increases in VR performance translate to increases in real-world gross 
motor performance, walking physiology, physical activity, attitudes toward physical activity, 
self-confidence, and mental health. 

Applications and Implications

Potential applications should include the development of  flexible and parametric 3D dig-
ital VR/AR/MR apps with a variety of  reconstructed natural elements, geometries, and 
landmarks with beacons and associative cue functionality as the necessary background for 
route-learning motor skill trials [44,46,50,53]. User-friendly interactive tests, apps, and VR/
AR/MR visual exercises could also support human spatial cognition (route knowledge, move-
ment improvement, motor control, and coordination refinement) [45,48,57,63,65,69]. 

Conclusions
The main research objective was established with the following question: “Do geometry and 
feature configuration landmarks provide positional and directional information to improve DCD children’s 
route-learning, and to what extent?” (Ha).

In landmark configurations (i.e., proposed configuration setup E), the highest percentage 
of  those DCD children who successfully terminated the visual trial test and moved toward the 
target (i.e., termination point B) was determined in a geo-referenced directional reorientation 
process. Route-learning performance accuracy achieved the lowest price in setup A and the 
highest one in setup E for all three dependent variables (PCR, PCT, and WTS). 

First, the omnibus ANOVA test determined that the means were statistically different.  
Therefore, the “null hypothesis” (H0) was rejected, and the alternative one (Ha) was accepted. 
Then, among the five (5) candidates with the strongest configuration setup, environmental set-
up E was selected using the post hoc test (Hsu’s MCB method) to explore the mean differences 
between pairs of  groups. 
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Hence, it was statistically proven (ANOVA and Hsu’s MCB) that DCD children’s 
route-learning was shown to be more stable and robust (in path completion rates, termination 
time performance, and walk-through satisfaction) in virtual 3D environments rich in orthog-
onality, symmetry, and featural associative landmark cues. In these compound environmen-
tal geometry setups, training functionality and immersive learning performance enjoyed an 
8.16% better path completion rate, a 12.37% reduction in termination time, and 32.10% 
more training satisfaction than a reality modeling setup poor in geometry and associative 
cues. The robustness of  the route-learning performance was statistically validated. 

The presented visual trial study revealed that DCD children were significantly affected by 
the absence of  landmarks and visual cues like spatial compound linear geometries, subcon-
sciously leading to a slower and less safe walking physiology strategy.

Highlights

• VR environmental setups rich in geometric (linearity, orthogonality, symmetry) and as-
sociative (striped walls, trees, plants) cues enjoy a better completion rate, a reduction in 
termination time, and more learning satisfaction compared to clinic-based DCD training.

• Immersive VR route learning is a safe and engaging way to build DCD children’s skills 
and self-confidence. It reduces costs, eliminates risk, and offers freedom and flexibility in 
content creation without geographic or scheduling limitations.

• VR route-learning for DCD children offers more engagement and interactivity compa-
red to instructor-led training and better retention of  training and learning procedures 
compared to physical motion control rehabilitation.
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Appendix
Abbreviations

ADL: activities of  daily living

AR: augmented reality

ADHD: attention deficit / hyperactivity disorder

CAD: computer-aided design 

DCD: developmental coordination disorder

GAD: generalized anxiety disorder

GUI: graphical user interface

(I)VR: (immersive) virtual reality 

LD: learning disorder

MR: mixed reality

(P)OT: (pediatric) occupational therapy 

RFVE: reinforced feedback in virtual environment 

SPD: sensory processing difficulties

TD: children with typical development 

TR: traditional rehabilitation
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